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other afferent impulses and by control from higher centres.
From these concepts has come the impetus for the develop-
ment of pain clinics and for the growth of interest in
acupuncture and transcutaneous electrical stimulation. Yet,
despite the high status of the theory, its mechanisms, originally
presented diagrammatically by Melzack and Wall,' need
re-examination. The gate control theory is, after all, only a
hypothesis based on uncertain predictions of microelectrode
studies on the spinal cords of animals. In a penetrating
reappraisal one of its originators, Professor Wall,2 has admitted
that some of the initial data were frankly misleading.

Peripheral pain receptors relay impulses to the dorsal horn
cells via unmyelinated (C) fibres and small myelinated (delta)
fibres.3 The gate theory requires that the passage of these
impulses should be slowed or abolished by any simultaneous
input in the larger myelinated nerve fibres, but this antagonism
cannot always be shown.4 Delta and unmyelinated fibres are
not a homogeneous group, and the presence or absence of pain
in any particular neuropathy cannot be forecast from
preferential loss of large or small fibres or from the acuteness
or severity of the degenerative change.24 For example, the
loss of large fibres in alcoholic neuropathy and myelomatosis
and of small fibres in Fabry's disease causes pain; but a
similar loss of large fibres in Friedreich's ataxia and the
polyneuropathy of renal failure or of small fibres in familial
amyloidosis and Tangier disease does not.
We are still uncertain about the location of the modulating

mechanisms within the spinal cord, and about the identity
of the cord cells which respond to injury and transmit the
impulses onward (T, or transmission, cells). Any role for the
substantia gelatinosa in pain is conjectural; and the relative
importance of presynaptic and postsynaptic inhibition in
determining the input of the T cells from the periphery is
unknown. Understanding the function of the cell groups of
the dorsal horns of grey matter is helped by their division
into laminae. Lamina V is the most likely site for adjustment
by the modulating mechanism, for its numerous cells respond
to both myelinated and unmyelinated nociceptive afferents.
There is an inhibitory surround; but low-threshold afferents
evoke an excitation from the centre followed by a prolonged
period of inhibition. The cells in lamina V may also be
influenced chemically, and are related electrically to activity
along the spinothalamic tract. The cells of the substantia
gelatinosa (laminae II and III) also respond to low-threshold
afferents but project only over very short distances. Their
axo-axonic synapses may provide a system of local segmental
modulation through multiple synaptic chains,6 and this
modulation may be transmitted from one segment to another
via Lissauer's tract. A few cells in lamina I, overlying the
dorsal horn, respond at high threshold to cutaneous receptors
via delta afferents, but the stimulus specificity they show is
carried over to more central cells without obvious modification.

Neurophysiologists have criticised the emphasis Melzack
and Wall placed on presynaptic inhibition of afferent impulses.
The role of postsynaptic inhibition is widely accepted, but
Wall conceived presynaptic inhibition of cutaneous fibres as a
mechanism for switching an input from one pathway to
another. Through changes in the membrane potential of the
terminals of afferent fibres, an identical input on one occasion
may, he suggests, cause a sensation of touch and on another
a sensation of pain. To histological criticisms-that axo-axonic
contacts in the substantia gelatinosa are "almost without
exception" the wrong way round for presynaptic control of
the afferent terminals7-Wall contends that the mammalian
dorsal horn contains synaptic interconnections too small and

too intricately interwoven to allow definite causal mechanisms
to be demonstrated. No easy answer has been found to this
problem of electrical alterations. Presynaptic depolarisation
undoubtedly occurs; its origin is unknown, and it roughly
coincides with inhibition. We know little on the subject of
facilitation as distinct from excitation. The role of presynaptic
inhibition in accentuating or filtering afferent inputs is not
clear, and there is a variability of electrical response: the
shape and duration of positive and negative waves do not
coincide nor is there a clear duality of effect, with depolarisa-
tion and hyperpolarisation.

In 1976 Nathan4 concluded his critique of the gate control
theory with the statement "Ideas need to be fruitful; they do
not have to be right." Melzack and Wall's theory has enshrined
a major concept and it has had a powerful impact on research,
theory, and treatment. Yet we still have to label the precise
mechanisms, and the duality of function necessary for
triggering the hypothetical gate remains far from proved.
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Ticks, tourists, and
encephalitis
Tick-borne encephalitis occurs throughout Russia, eastern
and central Europe, and as far west as Alsace. The Far
Eastern form, occurring particularly in Siberia and transmitted
by Ixodes persulcatus, causes severe paralytic encephalitis, with
a 30-380/o mortality rate.' The European type, transmitted by
Ixodes ricinus, causes an encephalitis with less paralysis, which
generally follows a biphasic course with a mortality rate of
about 1 to 200. After an incubation period of 4 to 14 days,
most patients develop a mild febrile illness, often unrecognised,
during which viraemia occurs. In a relatively few cases the
febrile stage may be followed by a more severe illness, at
which time viraemia may have ceased and immunological
responses, including the formation of antibodies, may have
taken place.
The European form of tick-borne encephalitis virus is

widely distributed in western USSR, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Yugoslavia, Austria,
Germany, Switzerland, Finland, Sweden, and France-and
possibly also Greece, Turkey, and northern Italy.' Most
human infections are acquired through the bite of an infected
I ricinus, but in some areas tick-borne encephalitis can also
be transmitted by drinking goats' milk. (Goats are infected by
a tick bite and some human cases occurring early in the
season are due to drinking raw goats' milk.2) The virus is
found in various wild mammals and birds as well as in the
tick vector I ricinus. Its natural habitat is in and around forest
and woodland areas, and traditionally those most at risk have
been forestry and agricultural workers. Nevertheless, with
radical changes such as the development of forest clearings as
camping and picnic sites and clearing the forest edges to
increase grazing for cattle and sheep, the possibility of
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non-occupational infection has increased. Thus urban dwellers
are increasingly at risk when they visit these areas as tourists,
campers, and picnickers.

Tick-borne encephalitis appears to be becoming increasingly
prevalent, particularly in Austria, Czechoslovakia, and
Yugoslavia. Although we have no recent figures, in 1963 there
were 125 confirmed hospital cases in the Neunkirchen area of
Austria; between 1960 and 1964 there were 365 hospital
cases among holiday makers in Brno, Czechoslovakia; and in
Yugoslavia almost 1500 suspected cases are reported annually,
but only about 10'" are confirmed virologically (unpublished
information from Dr Vesenjak-Hirjan). The reason for the
increase in human infections is not clear but may be due to
more awareness of the problem and better reporting. I ricinus
populations do not appear to have increased and their wide-
spread distribution in Europe has not altered despite reports
to the contrary.3

In Europe the disease shows a seasonal incidence cor-
responding to two peaks in tick populations, May-June and
September-October. I ricinus acts as both a vector and a
reservoir, as it can pass the virus from one instar to another so
that all developmental stages are infective. The virus can
persist in the tick during the wintei and can also persist in
hibernating animals such as rodents, shrews, and hedgehogs,
which develop viraemia with the onset of warmer weather in
spring.4 Trying to control tick-borne encephalitis by destroying
or reducing the number of wild vertebrate and arthropod
hosts is difficult and expensive because of the large number of
species concerned and the complexity of the virus-host
ecosystems. Human vaccination would appear to be the only
possible method of control. Recent vaccines prepared in chick
embryo cell cultures using strains of tick-borne encephalitis
derived from local isolates are producing encouraging results.
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Dysmorphophobia
Hypochondriacal symptoms and their classification have often
excited passionate disagreement. For example, Gillespie's
remark' that "hypochondria shall be differentiated from
anxious preoccupation" was called by Sir Aubrey Lewis2 an
''unwarranted distinction." Now there is much argument about
dysmorphophobia, a preoccupation with some minor bodily
defect that the patient believes is conspicuous to others.
The newest edition of a large medical dictionary defines

dysmorphophobia as an "insane fear of becoming deformed"3
-a definition widely at variance with current and long-
established usage. It is indeed not a phobia but nearer to an
obsession or overdetermined idea. The preoccupation is most
often with the nose but sometimes with the chin, the penis,
falling hair, the breasts, acne, or wrinkles.4 It should be
emphasised, however, that someone may be dissatisfied with
his nose or some other feature, and seek and receive help for
what may seem to others a trivial blemish, without being
"dysmorphophobic." The diagnosis depends also on features
of personality-persistence, sensitivity, introversion, and a
hypochondriacal bent.

Hay4 found that the personalities of his 17 dysmorphophobic
patients were abnormal and five in fact were psychotic. More

recently Connolly and Gipson; have reported on the psychiatric
state of 86 patients who had had rhinoplasties for largely
cosmetic reasons. Fifteen years after the operation, 32 were
severely neurotic and six schizophrenic, whereas out of 101
who had undergone rhinoplasty for disease or injury only nine
were severely neurotic and one schizophrenic. Yet at the
original assessment of the "cosmetic" group those patients
thought to be psychologically disturbed had been refused
operation. Clearly these poor results amply confirm that dys-
morphophobic illnesses have a bad prognosis.
The same, at least until recently, could be said of the

related monosymptomatic hypochondriases, which are frankly'
delusional and expressed, for instance, as "I smell" or "I am
infested." In these conditions, however, the antipsychotic drug
pimozide is reported to produce a startling and sustained
improvement.6 9 On the other hand, in patients with dys-
morphophobia this drug does not seem to help much unless the
neurotic preoccupation has become a delusional belief. This
illustrates once again the apparent paradox that in psychiatry
milder illnesses are more resistant to treatment than are
severer ones. Pimozide may well help to clarify diagnoses in
this complex group of hypochondriacal disorders.
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Problem-oriented
postmortem examination
Regrets about the decline in the frequency of hospital
necropsies' have emphasised such factors as poor status and
pay of the postmortem technician and limited financial
resources for necropsy facilities. Nevertheless, the central
issue remains the motivation of the pathologist and clinician.
They will press for more necropsies only if they are convinced
that the procedure is worthwhile. So is there any justification
for routine postmortem examination of patients dying in
hospital ?

Despite increasingly elaborate investigation during life the
findings at necropsy are at variance with the clinical diagnosis
sufficiently often2 to justify postmortem examination as a
clinical feedback. Nevertheless, a cursory necropsy carried
out on "another disseminated carcinoma" is likely to bring
little reward for either pathologist or clinician if, as is often
the case, the clinical details are not known and the questions
that should be posed are not asked.
One way of helping to make necropsies more rewarding

(particularly when the clinician cannot always spare time to
be present) is the use of the problem-oriented postmortem
examination.34 This aims at reducing the chances of valuable
(even negative) findings being overlooked and at presenting
the findings so that the information the clinician needs is not
buried under a welter of words. Both the quantity of feedback
(necropsy diagnosis at variance or in agreement with clinical
diagnoses) and its quality (extent of lesion or effectiveness of
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